
“[Provides] librarians and educators with tools to 
help teens engage in thoughtful conversations  
about gun violence, immigration, and other 
timely subjects.”  —Publishers Weekly

Learn more about Read Woke Movement at  
readwoke.com and at lernerbooks.com/readwoke 

INTRODUCING 

READ WOKE™ BOOKS 
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Developed in partnership with 
              Cicely Lewis

                      the Read Woke Librarian

I started the Read Woke™ challenge in response to the 
needs of my students. I want my students to read books 
that challenge social norms, give voice to the silenced, 
and seek to challenge the status quo. I believe students 
have a right to know about the issues that are plaguing our 
society. I believe that they have a right to hear the truth.

I created Read Woke Books because I want our students 
to be knowledgeable and compassionate citizens. They 
will be the leaders of our society soon, and they need to 
be equipped with knowledge so they can treat others with 
the dignity and respect they deserve. And in return, they 
will be treated with respect.

When  students learn how history impacts our lives today, 
they can take part in changes to make our world a better 
place for all.

Cicely Lewis
—Cicely Lewis, Executive Editor



NEW SERIES FALL 2021 6 BOOK SERIES

Issues in Action (Read Woke™ Books)
Examine hard topics facing our society—from gun violence to immigration. Learn how problems 
developed and hear from underrepresented persons involved in these struggles. Reflection questions 
help readers challenge their perspectives, while an activism toolkit and Read Woke reading list 
empower readers to make a difference.

Reading Level: 4-5  •  Interest Level: 4-8  •  32 Pages  •  7 x 9  •  Dewey: Varies 
Imprint: Lerner Publications™ 

Library-Bound: $29.32 (List) • $21.99 (S&L)
6 Book Library-Bound Series: 978-1-72844-987-6: $175.92 (List) • $131.94 (S&L)
Multi-User eBook: $43.99 (List) •  $32.99 (S&L)

TITLE ATOS LEXILE GRL LIBRARY-BOUND  EBOOK

Gun Violence and the Fight for Public Safety ©22 TBD Z 978-1-72842-340-1 978-1-72843-066-9
Immigration, Refugees, and the Fight for a Better Life ©22 TBD Y 978-1-72842-341-8 978-1-72843-067-6
Income Inequality and the Fight over Wealth Distribution ©22 TBD Y 978-1-72842-345-6 978-1-72843-070-6
Mass Incarceration, Black Men, and the Fight for Justice ©22 TBD Z 978-1-72842-342-5 978-1-72843-068-3
The Opioid Epidemic and the Addiction Crisis ©22 TBD Z 978-1-72842-344-9 978-1-72843-069-0
Use of Force and the Fight against Police Brutality ©22 TBD Z 978-1-72842-882-6 978-1-72843-071-3

FEATURES  Full-Color Photographs • Further Reading • Glossary • Index • Introductory Note •  
Primary Source Quotations • Source Notes • Timeline
TEXT TYPE  Informational/Explanatory

SEL T

To order visit lernerbooks.com,  
call 800-328-4929,  
email custserve@lernerbooks.com

Learn more at lernerbooks.com/readwoke

 = 5 Kinds of Nonfiction. Learn more at lernerbooks.com/5KNF
SEL  = Social-Emotional Learning. Learn more at lernerbooks.com/SEL

 = Diverse title. Learn more at lernerbooks.com/diversebooks


